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8th January 2010 

As of 8th January 2010, CMEV has confirmed a cumulative total of 281 incidents of election 
related violence of which 117 incidents have been categorized as Major. Of these, 36 incidents 
are of Assault, 31 are of Threat and Intimidation, 18 of Grievous Hurt, 7 incidents of Hurt, 6 
incidents of Attempted Murder, 11 cases of the Misuse of State Resources and 4 incidents of 
Robbery and Arson respectively. The total number of incidents involving the use of firearms is 
38. In addition, 164 incidents have been categorized as Minor.  

Out of 117 Major incidents, 85 incidents have been reported against the ruling UPFA - this being 
the highest number reported against any one party. Of the total figure of 281 incidents, the UNP 
had been accused as the perpetrator in 15 incidents and the JVP in 6.  Incidents of violence are 
increasingly being reported from the Southern province (67), North Western province (44) and 
North Central province (39).  

CMEV reiterates its concern about the upward trend in election related violence and calls upon 
all concerned, especially the Election Commissioner and his officials, the Police and political 
parties to take all necessary steps to deter such violence and to deal with those who are 
responsible for it. We call on all presidential candidates to demonstrate their commitment to 
eradicate political violence and malpractice. 

Given below is a sampling of incidents of violence recorded by CMEV as of 8th January 2010.  

NORTH WESTERN 

Grievous Hurt in Arachchikattuwa 

A group of UPFA supporters including Mr.Sanath Nishantha, a member of North Western 
Provincial Council had allegedly attacked Mr.Anjana Sandaruwan, UNP Pradeshiya Saba 
Member and few other supporters near the residence of Mr.Sanath Nishantha located at 
Arachchikatuwa. The incident took place on 07.01.2010 at around 7.30 p.m. The alleged 
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perpetrators had caused damage to the vehicles bearing Nos. NW GS 2701 and WP JN 1049, 
belonging to the UNP supporters. One of the victims, Mr.M.Christy Leonard, sustained head 
injuries and was admitted to the Mundalama Peripheral Unit on the same day.  

Mr.Anjana Sandaruwan told CMEV that the damage caused is estimated at Rs.60,000 and that he 
has made a complaint - CIB 1 148/91- to the Mundalama Police on 7th January.  

When CMEV contacted the Peripheral Unit at Mundalama, one male nurse who did not reveal 
his name confirmed that the victim has been admitted to the Unit. 

Mr.Sanath Nishantha told CMEV that he is unaware of this incident and that he did not attack 
anyone. He further added that he is unable to protect UNP supporters. 

CMEV also contacted the Mr.Wanniarachchi (SI) of the Mundalama Police station who 
confirmed that they received a complaint with regard to this attack. He further stated that the 
matter has been forwarded to the Chilaw Police Station for further investigation.  

UVA PROVINCE 

Series of attacks on party offices in Buttala, Wellawaya and Monaragala 

Office Secretary of JVP, Mr. Nilmini Shantha complained to CMEV that a group of UPFA 
supporters who came in five buses had attacked 7 party offices located in the Buttala area on 7th 
January 2010. According to the complainant the attackers were returning after a UPFA rally held 
at the Monaragala Pradeshiya Sabha Ground on 07.01.2010. 

The alleged perpetrators had damaged and defaced many cutouts, decorations, posters, bunting 
and office equipment.  

The lists of damaged party offices are as follows 

 The JVP party office located near the Bo-tree at Kudaoya had been attacked at around 
11.35Pm.  

Mr. K.M.Wimalasena, JVP supporter has made a complaint (EIB 10/15) to the Buttala 
Police Station on the same day. Mr.Premaratne (SI) confirmed that they received a 
complaint with regard to this. 

 A JVP office located at 5th Mile Post, Anapallama, Wellawaya had been attacked at 
around 12.05AM.  

Mr.Samarasinhage Sirisena, a JVP supporter, has made a complaint (EIB 2/2010) to the 
Wellawaya Police Station on 7th January. Mr. Amarananda(SI) confirmed that they 
received a complaint on the respective incident. 



 A JVP party office located at No.7, Kumarathunga Mawata  Hulandawa, Monaragala had 
been attaked at around 3PM.  

Mr. K.G.Duglas Fernando has made a complaint (EMOR 4/2010) to the Monaragala 
Police Station. Mr.Wilbert Silva (SI) confirmed that they received a complaint on this 
incident. 

 A JVP party office located at No.56, Raja Matawa, Buttala had been attacked at around 
11PM. Mr.S.P.Sirisena made a complaint to the Buttala Police Station on 7th January. 
Mr.Premaratne (SI) confirmed that they received a complaint in this regard. 

The above incidents are confirmed by the CMEV field monitor in the area. 

The following information was given by Mr.K.D.Nandana, a JVP supporter in the Buttala 
area. 

 A JVP office located at Pelawatta Junction was damaged on 7th January at around 
11.55Pm 

 A JVP office located near the Badrakali Kovil was attacked on 7th January at around 
12.45AM 

 A JVP office located near The Kithulkotte School was attacked on 7th January at around 
1.40AM 

An UNP party office located at Handapanagala School Junction was also attacked by the alleged 
perpertrators at around 11.45PM. Mr.W.K.Nalaka Nishantha, an UNP supporter made a 
complaint (EIB 1 2010) to the Wellawaya Police Station on 8th January. The CMEV monitor 
visited the Police Station and Mr. Amarananda (SI) confirmed that they had received a complaint 
about these incidents. 

When CMEV Contacted Mr.D.Kulathilaka, the Coordinator of UPFA for Monaragala District, 
he admitted that the two incidents had occurred – attacks on a UNP party office in the Bibile area 
and a JVP office in Hulandawa. He further added that UPFA supporters from outside the area 
were responsible and that there could be more incidents similar to these. He thoroughly criticized 
the violent behavior of UPFA supports and stated that UNPrs too, must have the right to engage 
in politics.  

CMEV was formed in 1997 by the Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA), the Free Media 
Movement (FMM) and the Coalition against Political Violence as an independent and 
nonpartisan organization to monitor the incidence of election related violence. Currently, CMEV 
is made up of CPA, FMM and INFORM Human Rights Documentation Centre. 
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